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Abstract 

Through analysis of two Canadian Research

Alliance for Community Innovation and

Networking (CRACIN) case studies this paper

argues that feminist perspectives strengthen

community informatics (CI) theory. W hile

feminist CI has addressed the dynamics of

access and intricacies of technological

design, labor, both gendered and invisible, is

one area that needs further refinement in CI.

Résumé

À travers de deux études de cas de la

Canadian Research Alliance for Community

Innovation and Networking (CRACIN) cet

article soutient que les perspectives

fém inistes renforcent la théorie de

l'informatique communautaire (IC). Pendant

que l'IC a adressé la dynamique de l'accès et

les subtilités et le travail, à la fois divisé par le

sexe et invisible, ceci demeure un domaine

qui a besoin d'advantage de raffinement dans

l’IC.

The Canadian Research Alliance for

Community Innovation and Networking

(CRACIN) (www.cracin.ca) was a Social

Sciences and Humanities Research Council

(SSHRC) project with goals to critically

ana lyze  Canad ian  com m un ity-based

information and communications technology

(ICT) development in the context of federal

government programs that promoted the

development and public accessibility of

Internet services. Structured case studies of

selected Canadian community networking

(CN) initiatives were undertaken with

community partners using participatory action

research (PAR) approaches to assess their

contribution to community social and

ec onom ic  deve lopm en t.  C om m unity

informatics (CI) was the over-arching lens

utilized for theoretical analysis.

As we argue in this paper, feminist

perspectives enrich CI through robust and

critical analyses into how community-based

organizations negotiate internal and external

organizational cultures and constraints. In

fieldwork conducted at two case-sites, Peddle

and Powell realized the efficacy of applying

feminist perspectives to an analysis of their

community organization alongside their role

as participatory action researchers. In

particular, a fem inist lens yields important

insights into the nature of labour - within

analyses of CN organizations and also as

academic researchers in a PAR context.

Peddle analyzes the W estern Valley

Development Agency (W VDA), the regional

development body for the western valley

region of Nova Scotia. W VDA operated the

W estern Valley Community Net which offered

regional low-cost web hosting, mailing lists

and email accounts to companies, community

groups and individuals, alongside establishing

dozens of community Internet access sites

and facilitating the installation of a

community-owned broadband fibre-optic
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network. Despite its success, W VDA ceased

operations in 2005. Peddle outlines how

capacity building is an important element of

community development that is undefined and

invisible. Extrapolating from W VDA and

women and leadership literature, she argues

that such feminized forms of labour are

largely ignored in CI.

Powell reflects on her role as an

embedded researcher for Île Sans Fil (ISF), a

voluntary organization in Montréal that has

created and maintained over 130 public

Internet access points. ISF is Canada's most

successful community W iFi network in terms

of its resiliency, software development and

innovative promotion of local community

artistic content in a city that prides itself on

cultural vanguardism . ISF volunteers,

self-identified as "geeks," are for the most

part young white technically-adept men, and

as Powell discusses, when women have been

volunteers at ISF, their labour has been

gendered and invisible. 

Community Informatics

Community informatics analyzes the

enabling uses of ICTs to achieve community

social, economic, cultural or political goals.

Bringing together various stakeholders -

c o m m u n i t y  a c t i v i s t s  a n d  g r o u p s ,

policymakers, users/citizens, artists and

academics - its emphasis on community is

implicitly in the foreground. CI "combines an

interest in the potentially transforming

qualities of the new media with an analysis of

the importance of community social relations

for human interaction" (Keeble and Loader

2001, 3). It is "concerned with the

development, deployment and management

of information systems designed with and by

communities to solve their own problems"

(McIver 2003, 33). And via incorporation of

"the user and his [sic] community into the

system design process [it] introduces

'stakeholders' into an extended approach to

I C T  d e s i g n ,  d e v e l o p m e n t ,  a n d

implementation" (Gurstein 2000, 6). CI

applications include community Internet

access, delivery of community information,

online c ivic partic ipation, com m unity

economic development and development of

learning networks (O'Neil 2002).

W e argue that CI needs to further

acknowledge feminist contributions in science

and technology studies (W ajcman 2007) and

welcome new feminist interventions. CI

perspectives that integrate gender highlight

capacity building in relation to women's

em powerm ent, strengthening learning

communities for sustainability, instituting

social literacy, access, training and content

efforts, and the importance of design in

user-technology relations. 

Salient CI literature that is explicitly

feminist in orientation include W ebb and

Jones' (2004) analysis of W omen Connect, a

London CN that uses diverse communication

tools to strengthen the skills and development

of women within their local communities. They

stress the value of capacity building in

evaluation and particularly whether women

have influenced policies that affect their lives.

Also drawing from W omen Connect, Page

and Scott (2001) argue that CI sustainability

depends  upon  concep tua liz ing  and

strengthening "learning communities" as

dialogic and playful spaces where learners

can inform themselves about new ideas and

events and engage critically and creatively

with their differences, while constructing new

models of learning.

Bishop et al. (2001) in the Afya

project for African American women to

increase access to quality community health

information stress the importance of bridging

the technological and the social aspects of the

digital divide. To understand barriers to use of

technologies by specific users, Oudshoorn et

al. (2004) advocate a semiotic approach to

user-technology relations. Even in instances

where users are not involved in the design

stages of technological artifacts, they argue

that envisioning how designers imagine and

configure their users is a useful strategy.

Focusing on the gender identities of the

designers and users can shed understanding

on how products constrain specific users,

particularly women. 
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WVDA 

W estern Valley Development Agency

(W VDA) was considered an international

i n n o v a t o r .  A s  a  c o r e - f u n d e d

community-based organization, it was active

in community development, particularly with

ICTs. In 2005 it closed because of lack of

municipal support; as a regional development

authority under the Regional Development

Authority Act (RDA Act), municipalities

contributed one third of the organization's

core funding, essential for matching

provincial and federal monies. Core funding

was supplemented by project funding from

programs with a CI focus. Project funding

exceeded core funding by a factor of ten to

one, especially with the Smart Community

project. It was one of ten national multimillion

dollar demonstration projects designed to

make communities "smart" in their use of

ICTs. This section outlines how the invisibility

of feminized community development work

relates to the closure of the W VDA and

discusses perceptions of who can engage in

business development. The decision to close

W VDA must not be reduced to essentializing

notions of gender difference. Rather, it is

important here to reflect on the role of

gendered forms of work.1

The W VDA had a sustained

commitment to capacity building while

municipal stakeholders felt that business

development investment yielded better

regional results. Two salient issues are: 1)

capacity building work is feminized and

therefore invisible; and 2) lack of municipal

support is demonstrative not only of the

invisibility of W VDA's capacity building

activities, but underlines a lack of confidence

in the organization's ability to work on

business development. 

Situating and Critiquing Capacity

Building

Capacity building is the "increase in

community groups' abilities to define, assess,

analyse and act on health (or any other)

concerns of importance to their members"

(Labonte and Laverack 2001a, quoted in

Gibbon et al. 2002, 485). Cook and Smith

(2004) consider capacity building an essential

element of CI. W hile acknowledged and

supported at the theoretical level, in practice

capacity building often involves caring work

that is typically undervalued. W hile demands

are placed on CI organizations to provide

quantitative results of their work, these are

problematic in the broader context of CI

initiatives where outputs are often social in

nature and thus hard to measure.

Lennie (2005) underlines the

importance of participative frameworks in

com m unity developm ent, an iterative

engagement allowing meaningful contributions

by community members, arguing for the

importance of the process rather than simply

an end goal (for example, job creation). It can

be argued that the W VDA was a participatory

organization engaging in a participatory

evaluation process that included one hundred

fifty stakeholder interviews when deciding

upon the organization's direction. Collective

visioning is closely aligned with capacity

building, a leadership style considered by

municipal representatives to lack focus

(Municipal Councillor 2005).

Given conflicts over what is

recognized as leg itim ate  com m unity

development activities, capacity building

needs to be situated within a broader

understanding of empowerment of community

members, predicated on valuing participation.

Key influences in the empowerment paradigm

include emancipatory pedagogy, feminist

pedagogy and participatory action research,

with a focus on the community versus the

individual level. 

Capacity building has been criticized

for being difficult to define, operationalize and

measure (Gibbon et al. 2002), thus exemplary

of the invisible nature of community

development work. Invisible work refers to

"work that remains unseen and unrecognized;

including work done by invisible people,

routine work and informal work processes"

(Nardi & Engestr4m 1999). As such, one can

understand capacity building as a form of

feminized labour typically undervalued and

often unseen (Stall & Stoeckler 1998).

The feminization of capacity building
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is a phenomenon that has yet to be

illuminated in CI literature. The literature on

caring work has long critiqued the dominant

societal perception that caring is an

essentially feminine characteristic. It is rather

via gender socialization that women learn to

care in both paid and unpaid labour (Baines

et al. 1991). Caring work is typically

undervalued and invisible and we argue here

that much of the capacity building work done

by men and women at the W VDA falls into

this category. Critically assessing the

theoretical basis of capacity building furthers

reflection on the role of invisible labour in CI

organizations.

Community Informatics at the WVDA

The W VDA was created at a time of

high unemployment and change in the

W estern Valley and made a dedicated effort

to build community resources and secure

projects for the region. The W VDA focused

on building individual capacity through youth

intern and computer training programs and

on building business capacity through its

e-business program. However, issues of

confidentiality (for example, meeting with

individuals seeking to start businesses)

limited the organization's capacity to measure

outputs quantitatively. This focus on process

as a vehicle for community development was

a source of conflict between W VDA staff and

certain municipal partners, who expressed

frustration with "too much capacity building"

and urged the W VDA to instead focus on

local business expansion. W hile attracting

new businesses into the region was a W VDA

priority, municipal representatives stressed

that W VDA should perform its mandate with

accountability for how and with whom its time

was spent. This reflects a move away from a

process-oriented approach to a managerial

focus on products. A collaborative team

approach predicated on a positive attitude,

group accountability and inclusion was key to

work at the W VDA. Indeed, such an

approach is different from traditional

top-down leadership models.

The W VDA contributed significantly

to the local region through partnerships to

support community learning, notably an online

library catalogue that increased the number of

people accessing the collection (Librarian

2005). One community resource person

recounts her work as a member of a W VDA

Smart Community advisory group:

It was quite a diverse group, but it

was great. You learned a lot, well I

did, from the other members. It was

really good. In that advisory role

strictly, they [W VDA] sort of wanted a

community-based governance. W ell,

it was not governance, because it was

not governed by us, but they just

wanted input from the community in

general to make sure they were going

in the way the community would have

wanted, rather than just the

organization taking it on. They didn't

have to strike an advisory committee,

they just felt that they wanted to have

that capacity, which was good,

especially in the first couple of years

of that project while things were

taking shape. (Librarian 2005) 

Although the W VDA valued capacity

building, it also was active in larger-scale

business negotiations. Following several years

of lobbying the incumbent telephone service

provider ("telco") to extend broadband service

to the region,  the W VDA (in partnership with2

the municipalities and a large post-secondary

institution), succeeded in negotiating with two

small telcos to create a community-owned

broadband fibre network. In the same year

that the network was secured, the

municipalities began to voice serious concerns

about the organization's approach to

community economic development. One

municipal councillor explained his concerns

with capacity building in this example: 

[W VDA] has done a very

commendable job and they should be

commended for it. But when I was

younger there wasn't much money

around and a lot of people, you would

see them build a basement and then
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move into it and they would

live in the basement for one,

two, three years, while they

were collecting money to

build the house on the

basement. I had an uncle

who built a basement and he

lived in the basement so

long without building a

house on it that the walls of

the basem ent actua lly

started to crumble because

it didn't have the structure to

hold it together. And that's

where I feel our area is at

that point now. I feel as far

as the foundation for a

business environment, the

W VDA has built an excellent

one and they're to be

commended for the job

they've done. But now is that

time that we have to stop

working on a basement or

stop living in our basement

and start building the

businesses that use the

structure. The development

agency has been focused on

capacity building. (Municipal

Councillor 2005)

The perspective articulated by the

councillor asserts that capacity building would

actually hinder the community and ignores

the large infrastructure project that the W VDA

had championed. It also dismisses the

organization's ability to work with businesses.

W ith a more specific focus on explicitly

business related activities there was less

room for broad-based CI initiatives that were

a substantial part of the W VDA's mandate.

 

Feminized Labour and Invisible Work in

Community Informatics

It seems initially that an ideological

clash over what counts as legitimate

development activities was at the heart of

W VDA's closure. Page and Scott (2001)

argue that a shared vision of social justice is

key in CI and in this instance such a common

vision was palpably absent.

The refocusing of priorities at the

W VDA belies a deeper conflict around what

type of work is valued. It is clear that the work

of business attraction, retention and

expansion were the priorities of the

municipalities, with the assumption that this

would further social development in the area.

Municipal partners did not see the W VDA as

an organization that could focus adequately on

building businesses, despite its many

successes in regional development and its

notable accomplishments in establishing

community-owned broadband infrastructure.

This demonstrates a lack of municipal faith in

the organization's leadership and also points

to assumptions about who can perform this

type of work.

W omen played important leadership

roles at the W VDA. Given the white

masculinized fields of engineering and

computer science (Cockburn 1999), the

contributions of women leaders to CI trouble

traditional gender roles around work (Meiners

and Fuller 2004). The scarce analysis of

gender roles in community development

reflects a conceptual marginalisation of the

role of gender in this process generally

(Leavitt 2003). 

Feminist approaches to community

development emphasize collaboration, a

perspective that was in conflict with the desire

for "hard outputs" (for example, a quantitative

record of how many businesses were started

in the area as a direct result of working with

the W VDA) articulated by certain municipal

partners. Another challenge to measuring

outputs was the collaborative and facilitative

nature of the W VDA's work. However, it is

difficult to dismiss the conflict between the

organization and its municipal funders as

simply a lack of interest in business related

activities, given the W VDA's expertise in

nego tia t ing  la rg e  te lecom m un ica t ion

partnerships. Rather, it is  m ore a

demonstration of who is considered capable of

engaging in business than a lack of business

orientation at the W VDA.

The municipalities attempted to
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rationalize community development by

bringing it under more direct municipal

control. This move away from capacity

building activities requested by municipal

funders devalues the relational aspects of

community development work and parallels

the ways in which caring work has been

unseen in other arenas of paid labour,

including nursing and teaching (Graham

1983). One W VDA staff member elaborated

on the challenges of doing work that is not

visible nor easily quantified, but still relates to

business development: 

I have other things that I have been

involved in that I think are very

strategically important for the

organization, like the broadband. W e

need somebody to keep pushing

that. I mean, what is really important

now is that we get users, that we

have demonstration projects, and it

is kind of like, we thought we could

build it and people would start

coming to it, but the applications

aren't there yet, and the timing is just

not quite right yet, so you have to

keep demonstrating how people can

use it, to engage people, and that is

just like, that is not an easy task, you

know, lot of behind the scenes things

that people don't see but people are

working on it all the time. 

(W VDA staff member 2005)

Given the frustration of municipal

representatives at the alleged lack of tangible

outputs from W VDA, it is apparent that this

invisibility of everyday development activities

was a factor in their concerns. This lack of

recognition is surprising given the W VDA's

aggressive marketing of the W estern Valley

and promotion of its activities which won it

national and international recognition. 

It is clear that at the W VDA,

participation and the work that facilitates it

was an important priority that did not fit into

tightly monitored and rationalized visions of

community development. The W VDA's

struggle with doing "too much capacity

building" in community development highlights

how feminized forms of labour are largely

invisible and ignored in the CI context. 

Gender, Difference and Partial

Perspectives in Community Technology

Development

Compared to funded projects within

established community organizations like the

W VDA, grassroots community technology

projects present different contexts for the

gendering of work and the gendering of

technology development. As a rule, few

non-specialists have a chance to participate in

the design of ICTs. A look at the gendered

environment of a non-commercial ICT

production environment adds an explicit focus

on cultural power to feminist political economy

of com munications. Through reflexive

participant observation as a research method

and a focus on the gendered aspects of ICT

p r o d u c t i o n  in  a  n o n - h ie r a r c h ic a l ,

non-commercial setting, the analysis becomes

more subtle, as the expected conceptual link

between masculinity, power, knowledge and

technology is broken. Community informatics

research shifts the perspective on technology

production away from an exclusive focus on

materialism and consumption. Projects like

ISF where technology production occurred

outside of commercial settings and where

open-source software was produced by

voluntary contributions appear to provide

e x a m p l e s  o f  m o r e  d e m o c r a t i c ,

community-oriented technology production.

Yet as participatory, "embedded" research

with ISF indicates, even such an environment

requires a negotiation of situated, partial

knowledge in order to fully break down the

association between m asculin ity and

technological mastery.

This section reflects on participatory

research conducted with the community

wireless networking group Île Sans Fil. ISF is

a group of volunteers centered in downtown

Montreal who created and maintained a

network of over one hundred Internet access

points managed by a piece of open-source

software they created. The software presents

a unique "portal" or opening web page at each
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of the access points, where news and images

pertinent to the location appear. ISF's

founders wanted to connect public Internet

use to location-based services and the

delivery of local media content. To achieve

their goal, they partnered with business

owners to offer free W iFi to clients and

developed the functionalities of their software

to distribute "ultra-local" news and emerging

local art on the portal pages. The software

also managed overall use of the network. The

entire project was run on volunteer labour.

Volunteers were for the most part young,

male, self-identified "hackers" or "geeks" -

people who liked, understood and engaged

with technology, and identif ied this

engagement as a key part of their identity.

Geeks and hackers are key actors in

community technology projects, where the

official hierarchies of expertise present in

la r g e  r e s e a rc h  a n d  d e v e lo p m e n t

organizations are absent. W hile women have

long worked in industrial technical design as

researchers (Suchman 1987), the woman

researcher in community ICT development is

both a token and simultaneously "one of the

boys" - both inside and outside the inner

circle. This position within the group mirrors

the theoretical and philosophical position

Haraway describes as "partial perspective" -

the  ab i l i ty and  necess ity to see

non-ob jective ly,  b reak ing down the

hegemonic, masculine myth of the objective

observer (1991). The following sections

describe, from such a partial perspective, the

social and technical negotiations that

constitute community-based grassroots ICT

design and development.  3

The presence of an embedded

researcher played an important role in

creating legitimacy for ISF. Academic

affiliation helped the group when it applied for

funding or submitted conference proposals.

Yet for many of the group's members,

research activities were not considered as

real contributions to their central projects -

building their network and developing their

software. Research, like other "non-technical"

activ it ies  assoc ia ted  w ith  techn ica l

development, is gendered as female. Yet by

constructing the research position as explicitly

embedded in the group, the CRACIN project

attempted to promote a perspective wherein

different perspectives might come to bear on

technology development.

Boys and Toys: 

Gendered Technocultures

Many social and cultural practices

marked ISF's culture as predominantly

masculine. Members met in a bar to drink

beer and talk about technology. They used

ja rgon  a nd  tec hn ica l  la nguage to

communicate and often spent their time

together gazing at their computer screens.

They liked to make things work well or better

and were fascinated with new technological

developments. Knowing about technology and

being able to use it to change things made

them feel strong. As Cockburn (1983),

W acjman (2004) and Faulkner point out,

gender identity and technology are mutually

constituted. As Faulkner writes, "the fact that

popular images of both science and

technology are strongly associated with the

masculine side of [gender] dualisms must be

one of the reasons why, in a deeply gender

divided world, most girls and women don't

consider a career in engineering" (2000, 11).

A mastery of technology is associated with a

certain type of masculinity, with control and

detachment. 

However, at ISF, technology was also

fun - a leisure activity that members pursued

in their spare time. The group nourished a

certain kind of masculinity that valorized its

members. This was positive for male

members of ISF, but posed questions about

whether such a community technology project

provided the same benefits to female

members who did not conceive of their

engagement with technology in the same

manner. The joy that many male members

drew from working with technology might have

excluded women who did not express their

engagement with technology in the same way.

As Mellstr4m writes, "engineering practice

tends to reproduce patterns of homosociality"

(1995). W omen were not exactly part of the
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club - even if they were invited with good

intentions.

Inside and Outside: Women in

Community ICT

No member of ISF would claim that

the group excluded women and to say so

would be untrue. About ten percent of the

volunteers were women and many of them

made significant contributions to ISF's

projects by raising grant money, curating art

projects, proposing usability studies of the

portal page, coordinating media relationships

and creating marketing packages. Yet no

female members of ISF were programmers

or software developers. Considering that

these activities carried a high social value, it

was difficult to explain or quantify the

contribution of women volunteers' activities to

the advancement of ISF's projects. For the

most part, they were opaque to the rest of the

volunteers, who were not able to reconcile

their utility or functionality as compared to the

utility of producing code or other technical

developments. In part, the prioritization of

technical work was linked into the ability to

gain status and financing through the

development and promotion of the group's

software, which grew into a separate

revenue-generating project. Yet this

prioritization of difficult technical work was

also linked into the gendered culture of ISF.

W ithin the group, certain actions related to

the production of technology were already

gendered as male, such as programming,

while others were gendered as female, such

as design, marketing or social research. For

example, a female member created a new

user interface for the portal page that she

hoped could replace a previous interface.

Despite her presentation of it at several

meetings, she was perpetually ignored or

even dismissed. No one responded to her

messages posted on the mailing list. Her

interface design work, which combines

analysis of human behaviour with software

programming, transcended the categories of

"masculine" software development and

"feminine" research and design work. Since

it was impossible to get a clear definition of

how to position her boundary-crossing work,

other members may have just ignored it until

they could better define it. She finally

completed the new interface design in

partnership with another member - a male

web designer. 

The modes of relation between ISF

were also gendered with direct and assertive

communication styles prioritized - in the "talk

louder and faster" mode of relationship that

has been observed in engineering schools

(Hacker 1990). Male members of ISF

expressed that they would have liked to

promote the inclusion of a more diverse group

of people, but many of them, trained in

engineering schools and private single-sex

institutions and accustomed to mediating their

relationships through technology, just simply

"didn't know how to talk to girls." The

relationship to gender was conceived of as a

problem of "how to get more girls to be

geeks," with a presumption that "girls" in ISF

would behave, conceive of, and communicate

in the same manner as the "boys" who then

made up most of its members. This

perspective is typical of what Faulkner (2000)

calls the "women in technology" movement,

which essentializes gender, assigning

masculine qualities to technology and posing

as its central problem the lack of women in

science and technology, as opposed to

interrogating the culture of gender in science

and technology.

It is clear that women within ISF have

made contributions to the group's organization

and to the design and structure of its software

products. However, as Suchman and Jordan

(1989) point out, these contributions are not

always valued, since women's perspectives on

technological development are not recognized

as "actual work." Suchman calls for an

inclusion of feminist frameworks in technology

to provide a wider interpretation of work roles

that take into account the situatedness of work

tasks:

Fe m in is t  research  d isp laces

traditional preoccupations with

abstracted and decontexualized

forms of knowledge in favour of
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p a r t ic u la r ,  s p e c i f ic a l ly

s i tu a te d  p ra c t ic e s  o f

knowing in action....it directs

attention always to the

labours (particularly those

previously ignored) that are

an essential and ongoing

aspect of sociotechnical

assemblages. (2005, 6) 

Masculine Technocultures vs. Sexism?

Where is the Line?

The development of a gendered

design environment produced moments

where masculine culture edged towards

sexism. Once, a member of ISF distributed a

message on the listserv implying that the

women members might be willing to perform

sexual favours to promote ISF. It was a joke,

of course, but the women members

(affectionately called les filles sans fil or

"wireless girls") were not amused. Responses

ranged from quiet shock to a questioning of

one's implication in ISF. The member who

originally posted the message apologized in

due course, and several filles sans fil

continued to work with ISF, but the email

underlined the difficulty of working for

progressive gender politics at ISF. 

In all-male spheres, sexual humour is

often tolerated and considered to be the

norm; likely the author of the mail considered

the women as being part of the "ISF gang."

But the difference presented by integrating

women into an environment marked as

masculine made this assumption difficult to

support. In short, the "wireless girls" were not

men, and their troubled response to the mail

reiterated that their presence required a

different kind of social code than the "natural"

sexual humour of an all-male social group.

The tension that this difference created and

the sense that ISF remained, despite

apologies and attempts at inclusion, a

masculine space, reveal the deeply complex

cultural engagements between gender and

technology. W ith its apparent horizontality

and simultaneous negotiation between

heterarchy and hierarchy, a social

environment was created at ISF that made it

more difficult for female members to negotiate

"extraordinary juxtapositions of positive and

negative feelings about technologies"

(Faulkner 2000). 

By focusing on the essential

difference between masculine geeks and

"wireless girls" instead of on the way that the

partial perspectives of individual members

contributed to the development of ISF's

technical and social projects, ISF failed to

capitalize on the potentially radical ability of a

community organization to reshape technical

development. 

"The Researcher is a Girl" - Gender Roles

in Research and Practice

Many community wireless networks

like ISF have members who are actively

engaged in research and reflection and a

disproportionate number of these are women.

W omen have often been part of laboratories

and sites of technical development -

traditionally in invisible supporting roles, but

present. The woman researcher is both a

token (an ISF member, when faced with a

question about the small number of women in

the group, responded, "well, the researcher is

a girl") and "one of the boys" - both inside and

outside the inner circle. This position within the

group m irrors  the Haraway "partia l

perspective" mentioned earlier - the ability and

necessity to see non-objectively and situate

the viewer as always in the process of

becoming and always in the process of

creating the location of her vision, which does

not presume its necessary objectivity. It

seems possible that the negotiated role of

"embedded researcher" might help such a

partial perspective to develop. However, when

partial perspectives are not integrated into the

development culture, the work of the

embedded research becomes less visible.

Conclusion

In this paper we argue that gender is

an important element of CI research currently

undertheorized in the CI literature. W hat types

of labour are acknowledged and considered

legitimate (and thus visible) must be further

investigated. CI is a field predicated on
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participation and questions regarding who

participates and in what ways do they

participate must inform the growing literature.

Certainly, women involved in

community technology projects, especially if

they are not technicians or technical experts,

are not necessarily approaching their

involvement from the same perspective as

their male colleagues. Assuming that it is

possible for a woman to seamlessly become

"one of the boys" undermines her potential

contributions to the cultures of community

technology projects. Creating a dynamic,

innovative, social organization that works on

developing technology appropriate for its

environment is as important as its technical

development. This requires discussion and

engagement within a set of multiple

perspectives. Com m unity technology

projects, often already outside of the

business structures that require return on

investment or strict hierarchical structure,

might provide the potential to capitalize on

these multiple perspectives. 

CI organizations also must be

accountable to the bodies that fund them and

thus they face pressures to conform to a

business orientation. Powell's research with

ISF indicates that the gendered nature of

technology work creates cultural structures

that can more easily reinscribe difference

rather than opening multiple perspectives.

This is closely tied to the invisibility of

capacity building work noted in the case of

the W VDA. Indeed, the two cases highlighted

in this paper demonstrate a devaluing of

feminized labour in both a funded and

non-funded CI organization. It is therefore

essential for CI researchers to examine the

exclusions inherent in the invisibility of the

everyday (Balka 2002) when conceptualizing

par t ic ipa t ion  in  C I  in it ia t ives  and

organizations. 
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Endnotes

1. Research for W VDA was conducted over a

one-month intensive field study. Observations

emerged from semi-structured interviews and

insights garnered from lunch conversations,

municipal council meetings, board meetings

and other community interactions. A grounded

theory approach was employed where

research themes were based on the data

(Strauss and Corbin 1998). Alongside

interviewing W VDA staff and municipal

councillors, snowballing methods were used to

find interview participants from the broader

community. 

2. Broadband access is often a prerequisite

for many businesses to locate in an area and

was cited by one local businessperson as

dramatically enhancing her ability to interface

with larger markets such as Halifax, the

provincial capital.

3. Inspired by the Policy Action Research

(PAR) tradition, a two year research project

was oriented towards providing feedback to

advance social goals and organizational

change. Research included observation and

participation in meetings, monitoring of the

group's email mailing list, supervision of an

undergraduate intern, as well as participation

in conference presentations. 
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